Electric Lawn Trimmer

GC-ET 4530 Set
Item No.: 3402022
Ident No.: 21021
Bar Code: 4006825610505
The GC-ET 4530 electric grass trimmer is a practical and very powerful tool which helps you produce an immaculate garden through effortless
trimming in hard-to-reach areas of the garden. This tool is very versatile thanks to its motor head which can be rotated through 180° and tilted to four
different positions for user-friendly cutting along vertical surfaces. The GC-ET 4530 has a robust electric motor. User-friendly two-hand operation and
exact adjustment to users of all sizes are possible with the infinitely adjustable alu telescopic long handle with adjustable additional handle, thus
enabling tireless operation. The housing and additional handle are made of high-grade, impact-resistant plastic. Complete with 3 thread spools in the
set.

Features & Benefits
- Robust electric motor
- User-friendly two-hand operation thanks to adjustable add. handle
- Twin line cutting
- Motor head can be rotated through 180° for easy cutting
- Motor head can be tilted to 4 settings
- Aluminium long handle, infinitely adjustable
- Fully automatic line feed
- Housing and handle made of impact-resistant, high-grad plastic
- Edge roller for perfect and comfortable cutting of borders
- Flower guard
- Cable strain-relief
- Guard hood
- Complete with 3 thread spools

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Revolutions of thread spool
- Cutting width
- Thread diameter
- Thread length

230 V | 50 Hz
450 W
8800 rpm
300 mm
1.4 mm
10 m

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

2.64 kg
3.5 kg
940 x 255 x 140 mm
4 Pieces
16.2 kg
955 x 440 x 270 mm
1064 | 2136 | 2504
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Available as special accessories
Spare Spool GC-ET 4530
Garden Accessory
Item No.: 3405685
Bar Code: 4006825610680
Einhell Grey
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